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Abstract: We demonstrate a near-infrared, femtosecond, diode laser-based source with kW
peak power for two-photon microscopy. At a wavelength of 976 nm, the system produces sub-ps
pulses operating at a repetition rate of 10 MHz with kilowatt class peak powers suitable for deep
tissue two-photon microscopy. The system, integrated with a laser-scanning microscope, images
to a depth of 900 µm in a fixed sample of PLP-eGFP labeled mouse brain tissue. This represents
a significant development that will lead to more efficient, compact, and accessible laser sources
for biomedical imaging.
© 2021 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1.

Introduction

Pulsed lasers in the near-infrared find use in groundbreaking scientific and medical research,
including biological imaging [1,2], laser surgery [3], and the study of Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s
disease [4–6]. Chief among these is their ability to probe the structure, function, and activity
of neurons through multiphoton microscopy, including real-time monitoring and control of
neuronal activity [1,2]. In conjunction with genetically encoded indicators such as GCaMP and
GFP (two-photon absorption peaking around 976 nm), these lasers enable imaging of biological
tissue up to millimeter depths [7–9]. Multiphoton imaging possesses distinct advantages over
its single-photon excitation counterpart. The square dependence (two-photon) on intensity
for excitation provides intrinsic axial sectioning [7,10]. The longer wavelength light reduces
Rayleigh scattering, allowing greater imaging depths, and is spectrally separated from the
emission light [10,11]. Sources suitable for multiphoton imaging must produce a high photon
flux for multiphoton excitation, achieved with high peak power, sub-ps pulses [7]. With the
numerous, impactful applications of multiphoton microscopy, we seek to improve near-infrared
pulsed sources to create wider adoption and lower the barrier for use of multiphoton technologies.
Ultrafast pulsed lasers in the near-infrared (near-IR), have numerous drawbacks that complicate
their use. The most popular sources, Ti:Sapphire lasers, often in conjunction with optical
parametric oscillators (OPO), are prohibitively expensive, inefficient, and have large footprints.
There are also mode-locked fiber ring oscillators that operate at 920 nm and 976 nm; however these
have fixed repetition rates and require pulse picking for further adjustment [12,13]. In contrast,
diode lasers provide an attractive solution. They are one of the most widespread and successful
laser technologies, and are compact, inexpensive and power efficient. We demonstrate a viable
path forward with a diode-based source that has comparable performance to popular sources for
multiphoton imaging with a design including pulse shaping and enhancement techniques [14].
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While diode lasers are low cost, compact and robust, there are issues that arise in pulsed operation. The fundamental physics—short upper-state lifetime and large two-photon absorption—of
the semiconductor gain media limits achievable pulse energy and peak power [15–19]. We set
out to overcome these limitations with a novel approach combining external pulse shaping, fiber
amplification, and nonlinear pulse compression to greatly outperform other diode-based systems.
We chose to employ several pulse enhancement techniques in concert to achieve excellent
performance from a pulsed laser diode. This novel approach to pulse generation allows us to
maintain the benefits of each individual approach and achieve better results than with any one
alone. We use a “time lens” paired with fiber amplification, similar to chirped-pulse amplification,
to increase pulse energy and decrease pulse duration in tandem [20–22]. For further enhancement,
double clad fiber amplification and compression of chirped pulses are used to further increase
peak pulse power [23]. Research on ultrafast diode lasers report impressive results [24–26], but
have not covered the wavelength range needed for two-photon microscopy with GFP [27]. The
resulting performance of system presented here offers a path towards low cost, miniaturizable,
and robust systems for biomedical research and clinical applications.
Our laser produces kilowatt peak power femtosecond pulses in the near-infrared, a critical
region for multiphoton microscopy, by overcoming drawbacks in diode lasers that traditionally
prohibit high peak powers. In this work, we report on a diode-based laser system with a tunable
repetition rate. The source has an optimized repetition rate and wavelength for multiphoton
imaging of the brain and peripheral nerves. The wavelength of the laser, 976 nm, is near
the peak for two-photon response of eGFP, GCaMP, and YFP (requiring labeling or genetic
modification) [27]. Additionally, it is also a suitable pump wavelength for coherent anti-Stokes
Raman Scattering (CARS) microscopy (a label-free process) [28,29]. Further, we validate the
laser for multiphoton microscopy by imaging fixed brain samples of PLP-eGFP mice [30]. We
demonstrate fluorescent imaging at depths of 900 µm in the neo-cortex.
2.

Laser design

Our laser consists of five stages: a pulsed diode seed, amplitude and phase control, amplification,
spectral broadening, and a compressor (Fig. 1). Generation of clean seed pulses is critical to
avoid amplifying a continuous wave (CW) signal. To achieve a high extinction ratio between
the pulse and background, a combination of diode gain switching and amplitude modulation is
used. A 976 nm distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) laser diode (Photodigm PH976DBR180BF) is
electronically pumped with a high repetition rate, short pulse laser driver (Highland Technology
T165), producing optical pulses with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of approximately
70 ps and 200 mW peak power. A distributed Bragg reflector diode was chosen for its ability to
produce short, stable pulses in this regime, enabled by the shorter cavity length when compared
to other diode lasers [31]. The repetition rate is electronically controlled and can be adjusted
from 1 MHz to 200 MHz, which allows for balancing peak and average powers for optimal
imaging conditions [32,33]. To avoid photobleaching of samples and to maximize fluorescence
signal while maintaining high frame acquisition rates, an operating repetition rate of 10 MHz
was chosen [33].
In the second of the four stages, as seen in Fig. 1, the seed pulses are amplitude modulated
with an electro-optic modulator (EOM, EOSPACE AZ-0S5-20-PFA-PFA-980) to shorten the
width of gain switched pulse and match the profile of the phase modulation in the next step. The
EOM is operated at 18 GHz to carve out an approximately 20 ps from the pulse envelope, with
∼20 dB of extinction. This results in a small satellite pulse as the gain switched pulse width is
greater than the wavelength of the 18 GHz modulation signal. These pulses are phase modulated
with an electro-optic phase modulator (EOSPACE, PM-DS5-20-PFA-PFA-980-LV) also driven
at 18 GHz with 30 dBm (Vπ < 3 V, ∼10 radians maximum). This phase modulation is the first
step of the time lens system, adding a quadratic phase to the pulse.
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Fig. 1. Diagram of laser system. Pulses from a gain-switched diode are sent through
amplitude and phase modulators, which have a controllable delay offset. Two stages of
single mode fiber amplification with 976 nm notch filters to remove pump light make up the
pre-amplification. The power amplification stage consists of a double-clad amplifier and a
cladding mode stripper. A chirped volume Bragg grating (VBG) compresses the time lens
pulses. Pulses are further compressed through self-phase modulation in photonic crystal
fiber and a grating pair compressor.

After modulation, the pulses go through a multi-stage amplifier, consisting of two stages
of Yb-doped single mode fiber amplification to scale the system average power followed by a
Yb-doped double-clad fiber final amplification stage. The single mode amplifiers use 180 mW and
300 mW of 915 nm light to pump 10 cm and 16 cm fiber lengths (CorActive Yb401), respectively,
achieving 56 mW average power [21]. Further amplification to 250 mW is achieved with double
clad Yb-doped fiber (46 cm, LIEKKI Yb1200-10/125DC) cladding pumped at 40 W. This fiber
length and large pump power are to help overcome the overlap of the absorption and emission
cross sections at 976 nm and strong ASE that hinders Yb fiber amplification around 980 nm
[34,35]. Excess pump light is removed with a cladding mode stripper (DK Photonics CPS-30-5010/125/008/046-10). Pulses are coupled out of the fiber and compressed using a chirped volume
Bragg grating (OptiGrate CBG-976-85, AR coated, 85% diffraction efficiency), which induces
17 ps/nm of dispersion, completing the time lens. Autocorrelations after compression show the
pulses to be 2 ps FWHM with an average power of 180 mW, which match simulated results (Fig.
S1).
These pulses are further temporally compressed through self-phase modulation in fiber and
dispersion compensation. The pulses are coupled into single mode silica fiber (Corning HI1060)
from free space after the volume Bragg grating. The silica fiber is spliced to photonic crystal
fiber (PCF) (NKT SC-5.0-1040, mode field diameter 4 µm, -1.2 dB splice loss) which offers
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an increased effective nonlinear coefficient (11 W−1 km−1 vs. 5 W−1 km−1 ) due to its smaller
mode field diameter (4 µm) compared to other single mode fibers (Corning HI 1060, mode field
diameter 6 µm). Combined input and output coupling losses as well as splice loss total -2.2 dB.
The spectrally broadened pulses are collimated and compressed with a grating pair, with a loss of
-1.3 dB resulting in 90 mW average power.
3.

Pulse characterization

Pulse spectra were measured before and after the PCF to characterize the effect of the self-phase
modulation. The pulse spectrum shows power-dependent broadening after the PCF in Fig. 2(b),
as would be expected in the case of self-phase modulation.

Fig. 2. a Autocorrelation of the output pulses and the autocorrelation of a simulated pulse
from the system. Experiment autocorrelation full-width at half-max is labeled. Insert
shows full extent of pulse, from autocorrelation peak to background levels. b Laser spectra
before and after photonic crystal fiber (PCF), showing spectral broadening from self-phase
modulation.

Intensity autocorrelations used to characterize the pulse are shown in Fig. 2(a). The autocorrelation shows a central peak with a width of 467 fs with a pedestal extending from the base of
the peak. A side pulse is seen at 50 ps from the center, corresponding to the 18 GHz amplitude
modulation. The pedestal is caused by two effects. The first is uncompressed nonlinear phase
from the self-phase modulation in the photonic crystal fiber [36–38]. The second is incoherent
artifacts from the uncorrelated spectral phase of the gain-switched seed [39]. This jitter brings
the modulation away from the ideal, purely quadratic modulation of a perfect time lens pulse.
The intensity autocorrelation alone does not provide a determination of the electric field, but
supports that the laser pulses are ps-scale with peak power in the kW range when viewed with the
imaging results from Section 4. Uncompressed nonlinear phase, timing jitter in the seed pulses
(∼10 ps) [40], and the strength of phase modulation from the electro-optical modulator, limit
the achievable pulse width. Pulse power is limited by the losses in the cladding mode stripper,
PCF coupling, and grating compressor (total ∼-3.5 dB) as well as gain saturation of Yb fiber
amplification at 976 nm, most of which can be improved by removing free space losses. If greater
pulse energies are desired, the repetition rate may be reduced electronically, although dispersion
compensation would need to be adjusted for the increase in self-phase modulation from increased
power [21].
4.

Two photon microscopy demonstration

To prove our system is viable for use in two photon microscopy and can achieve results comparable
to Ti:sapphire lasers in terms of tissue penetration depth, the system was integrated with a twophoton microscope. Imaging of eGFP-labeled oligodendrocytes was chosen for a demonstration
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as the potential size and cost reduction our system offers is well suited to expanding recording of
neural activity of freely moving animals in real time. Our microscope (Fig. 1(b)) consists of
a galvanometer mirror system which sends the pulses through a scan and tube lens system. A
dichroic is placed before the objective and filters out the fluorescence signal which is sent to a
photo-multiplier tube (PMT). The sample is mounted above the objective on a z-axis stepper
motor for axial scanning. A dichroic mirror (Semrock FF740-Di01) and notch filters (Thorlabs
MF525-39, Chroma ET520/20 m) provide ∼90 dB of excitation source isolation to the PMT.
During image collection, incident power was controlled using a half-wave plate mounted on a
piezo rotation stage and a polarizer.
A 1 mm thick, coronal slice of fixed, PLP-eGFP mouse brain tissue was mounted on a
microscope slide in VECTASHIELD Plus Antifade Mounting Media (H-1900). All animal
procedures were performed in accordance with protocols approved by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee of the University of Colorado Anschutz Medical Campus. The
neo-cortex region of the sample was imaged using a water immersion microscope objective
(Olympus, 20x 1 NA, XLUMPLFLN20XW). An average power of 28 mW (maximum used at
depth) was measured at the back aperture of the objective during tissue imaging. The spot size
calculated on the focal plane was 600 nm with a 1.6 µm depth of focus. To collect a volumetric
image, samples were scanned with a 260 × 260 µm2 field of view going from top to bottom in 5
µm steps with power and pixel dwell time increased with imaging depth into the sample. For the
first layers, pixel dwell time was 24 µs for the images (400 × 400 pixels) for a total acquisition
time of 3.9 seconds per frame. For depths greater than 800 µm, the dwell time was 64 µs for a
total time of 11 seconds per frame. This acquisition time is over twice as fast than previous time
lens systems for similar samples and penetration depths [21]. Sample bleaching was not observed

Fig. 3. Deep tissue, two-photon microscope images of oligodendrocyte cell bodies in the
neocortex region of fixed, PLP-eGFP mouse brain slices. Images were acquired at 5-micron
intervals in the z direction for 900 microns. a 3D stack of the slices (see Visualization 1). b
Projection in the z direction (maximum intensity). c Slice through the image stacks with the
slice position denoted by the yellow line in b.
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after this acquisition. Resulting volume images for a depth of 900 µm are shown in Fig. 3 with
a projection and vertical slice (see Visualization 1). The decreased resolution in the z-axis is
expected as the laser is focused at greater depths through index of refraction heterogeneities in
the tissue itself and between the tissue sample and the mounting media, as these aberrations were
not measured or corrected in the system [7,11]. Higher resolution images (1024 × 1024 pixels)
were acquired at 100 µm steps with a selection shown in Fig. 4 to emphasize fine details in the
sample. Individual soma and processes are resolvable, even at depths of 900 µm into the sample,
and imaging depth is only limited by the thickness of the sample. Although the signal to noise
ratio is limited by peak power and repetition rate in comparison to a Ti:Sapphire, images taken at
depth in tissue are comparable to those acquired with a Ti:Sapphire system (Fig. S2) and clearly
demonstrate our system’s utility for multiphoton microscopy.

Fig. 4. Two-photon microscope images of oligodendrocyte cell bodies and processes in
the neocortex region of fixed, PLP-eGFP mouse brain slices. These images were taken at
a selection of depths into a 1 mm thick coronal slice of brain tissue and have their depths
denoted in the lower left corners.

5.

Conclusion

We have demonstrated a 976 nm diode-based laser source with ps-scale pulses and kW class
peak power suitable for two-photon microscopy based on time-lens pulse generation and pulse
compression. Our system was successfully utilized for two-photon microscopic imaging of eGFP
labeled mouse oligodendrocytes at depths up to 900 µm.
When looking towards the future of multiphoton microscopy, it is clear that new laser sources
in the near-IR are required to expand research applications and for eventual commercial and
medical use. Diode-based designs create a clear path forward for reduction in size and cost and
lends itself to robust operation in a variety of environments. Our design validates the feasibility
of a compact two photon laser microscopy source with these benefits which will increase access
to and widen the application off multiphoton microscopy in research and clinical settings.
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